CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING - NEWS
The increase in the price of Bitcoin has encouraged trading and investment in cryptocurrencies by
individuals and digital users. This has led banks, financial, e-commerce and internet companies to
develop services for their clients.
A virtual asset perspective of cryptocurrencies is presented in this edition of the Newsletter.

JPMorgan Is Eyeing Bitcoin And Crypto Clearinghouse Options Amid
Huge Price Rally
Sur Forbes le 15 mars 2021
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency interest among Wall Street banks has exploded in recent months—
climbing along with the surging bitcoin price. However, the bitcoin and cryptocurrency market
remains relatively immature, with traders having to deposit funds with over-the-counter (OTC)
trading desks and exchanges before they can make a trade—adding risk for traders and forcing
OTC desks to shoulder the… Lire la suite
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OSL Digital Securities Executes First Regulated Virtual Asset Trades in
HK, SFC-Licensed Exchange and Brokerage Now Live Trading
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 15 mars 2021
The OSL platform utilizes a modular interface where institutional and professional investors can
buy, sell and securely store digital assets, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and selected Security Tokens.
The 'go-live' for trading follows an exhaustive and successful trial-use period completed with the
participation of trading partners and investors... Lire la suite
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Canada’s 3rd Bitcoin ETF Just Launched: Here’s Why
it’s the Best 1 Yet!
Sur The Motley Fool le 11 mars 2021
The third Bitcoin ETF, CI Galaxy Bitcoin ETF (TSX:BTCX), just landed on the
TSX Index, and I think it's, by far, the best option for Canadians. The post
Canada’s 3rd Bitcoin ETF Just Launched: Here’s Why it’s the Best 1 Yet!
appeared first on The Motley Fool Canada .
Don’t look now, but Canada’s third Bitcoin ETF just went live on the TSX
Index Wednesday. Canadian investors not only have an easy… Lire la suite
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As Bitcoin Reaches New All Time Highs Are More Investors Using
Cryptocurrency As An Inflation Hedge
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 11 mars 2021
The beginning of the pandemic immediately sparked rumors about a new financial crisis hitting the
globe with all its might. Indeed, nobody knew how long it would take the world to combat COVID19. The government started the money creation process, and the US dollar index slid to the lowest
level for the first time in the past few years. As the market hates uncertainty, the whole world
froze, awaiting election results. Stock market and gold prices dropped again as a natural response
to the election season, and everyone expected Bitcoin to follow the same falling trend, but it
didn't... Lire la suite
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JPMorgan Bitcoin Exposure Basket Could Be ‘Gateway
Drug’ For Clients
Sur Forbes le 10 mars 2021
JPMorgan JPM is giving clients a way to gain exposure to bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies through a structured note offering tied to a basket of
stocks related to the assets. According to the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission filings, the notes do not provide direct exposure to
cryptocurrencies but instead are tied to JPMorgan’s basket of 11 unequally
weighted stocks that are directly or… Lire la suite
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Third Bitcoin ETF Bid By Largest US Options Exchange Faces Wildly
Different Economy
Sur Forbes le 2 mars 2021
Cboe Global Markets Inc. yesterday submitted an application to the SEC to list a bitcoin exchangetraded fund (ETF). The owner of the largest U.S. options exchange, Cboe Global Markets Inc.,
proposed to list and trade the shares of a bitcoin trust by VanEck, a New York-based investment
management firm. If granted approval, the VanEck Bitcoin Trust could become the first ETF with
exposure to the… Lire la suite
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Novogratz Positions Firm at Center of Hoped-for Crypto ETF Boom
Sur Financial Post le 19 févr. 2021
(Bloomberg) — Mike Novogratz is seeking to position his Galaxy Digital Holdings at the center of
what could turn out to be a boom in cryptocurrency exchange-traded funds. Galaxy’s trading desk
is one of several that are providing Bitcoins for the Purpose Bitcoin ETF, the first-ever approved.
The Toronto Stock Exchange-listed fund debuted Thursday. CI […
(Bloomberg) -- Mike Novogratz is seeking to… Lire la suite
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GameStop Hearings Make A Strong Case For Blockchain-Based Trading
Sur Forbes le 19 févr. 2021
In his testimony to the House Financial Services Committee over the GameStop trading frenzy,
Robinhood chief executive Vlad Tenev called for an industry-wide change to the trade settlement
process. Hedge fund billionaire Ken Griffith echoed Tenev’s plea calling for ”shortened settlement
cycles and transparent capital models.” The congressional hearing focused on the events of the
last week of… Lire la suite
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Klarna Enters Crypto Partnership with Safello for Cryptocurrency
Trading
Sur Fintech Finance le 19 févr. 2021
Klarna, the leading global payments provider and shopping service, and Safello, Sweden’s leading
broker for cryptocurrencies, today announced a strategic partnership to bring Klarna Open Banking
to Safello’s award-winning brokerage platform for cryptocurrency trading. This partnership, which is
Klarna’s first entry into the cryptocurrency industry, marks a new era in financial innovation.
Since… Lire la suite
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Purpose Investments Launches World’s First Bitcoin
ETF, Invested Directly in the Digital Asset
Sur Financial Post le 18 févr. 2021
TORONTO, Feb. 18, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Purpose Investments Inc.
(“Purpose”) is thrilled to announce the world’s first Bitcoin ETF, backed by
physically settled Bitcoin, is now available to investors. The Canadian dollar
denominated ETF non-currency hedged units and U.S. dollar denominated
ETF non-currency hedged units of Purpose Bitcoin ETF (the “ETF”) will begin
trading […
Read More Lire la suite
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Visa Pilots System to Help Banks Provide Crypto
Services Including Buying, Trading, Custody of Bitcoin
Sur Bitcoin.com le 3 févr. 2021
Visa is piloting a new system to enable banks to seamlessly integrate
crypto features. Using Visa’s crypto APIs, banks can offer a number of
cryptocurrency services to their customers, including the buying, trading,
and custody of bitcoin. Visa announced Wednesday a partnership with First
Boulevard, a digitally native neobank focused on serving the Black
community. […
Visa is piloting a new system… Lire la suite
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Major South Korean Bank Shinhan Is Set to Offer
Crypto Custody-Related Services
Sur Bitcoin.com le 8 janv. 2021
A major commercial bank in South Korea is entering the crypto business by
allocating an equity investment in the Korea Digital Asset Trust (KDAC).
Shinhan Bank is looking to offer digital asset custody services. Bank
Expects to Offer Tech Capabilities to Face Defi-Related Hacking Risks
According to inews24, the bank announced the investment in the […
A major commercial bank in South Korea is… Lire la suite
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Fintech Challengers Revolut and Luno are Experiencing Dramatic
Surge in Demand from Bitcoin and Ethereum Traders
Sur Crowdfund insider le 7 janv. 2021
Fintech companies such as Revolut and Luno are experiencing a dramatic surge in demand from
customers who are rushing to invest in Bitcoin (BTC) and other digital currencies amid recordbreaking and unprecedented cryptocurrency price increases. Fintech app providers that offer
crypto trading, like Revolut, eToro,... Read More The post Fintech Challengers Revolut and Luno are
Experiencing Dramatic… Lire la suite
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Hut 8 Mining Corp.: Hut 8 Mining Corp opens Bitcoin Yield Account
with Genesis
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 6 janv. 2021
The BTC Yield account will enable Hut 8 to earn at a 4 per cent rate of return on its BTC Holdings.
With an initial investment of 1000 bitcoin, the Genesis Yield Account will allow Hut 8 to increase or
decrease holdings with one days' notice, offering both the returns and the flexibility essential for
continued and strategic growth..
Lire la suite
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